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Prerequisites
● PC keyboard with Insert, Delete and Backspace keys. Or a wide Mac 

keyboard that has an F13 key. MacBook (Pro) or a narrow Apple keyboard 
will not work, because you’ll need that F13 key on the Mac.

● Install MilkyTracker
● Extract the sample pack provided to you in advance
● Get familiar with the basics so that you can at least:

○ Load the sample files
○ Get sound output

● https://github.com/milkytracker/MilkyTracker/wiki/MilkyTracker-Guide

https://github.com/milkytracker/MilkyTracker/wiki/MilkyTracker-Guide


MilkyTracker = integrated sequencer + sampler
● Sequencer : play and edit musical instructions

○ Trigger notes: note on, note off, at given pitch and volume
○ Change pitch, change volume
○ Data organized as patterns with single-voice (monophonic) tracks

● Sampler : play and edit samples
○ Each sampler voice is tied to one (single-voice) sequencer track. 



What are samples in music
Sample: relatively short piece of recorded digital (PCM) sound that can be played 
back, triggered, usually at different pitches.

Samples can be created in many ways:

● Recorded from acoustic instruments with a microphone
● Recorded from electronic instruments
● “Ripped” from existing recordings not originally made to be samples
● Generated using a mathematical model, based on physics or fantasy
● Hand-drawn … or you can try loading your Excel or JPEG files as samples

File formats e.g. WAV, IFF, FLAC, SMP, RAW, … why not MP3

Or entire sampler formats: Kontakt, Akai, HALion, EXS, GigaSampler, SF2, etc.



MilkyTracker as a sampler (and mixer)
● Playback features identical to FastTracker II (1994) and the XM format
● … roughly the same as Gravis UltraSound (1992) PC sound card
● Max 32 voice (“channel”) polyph., each voice assigned to its own seq. track

○ “multi-timbral”!

● 128 instruments, max 16 samples per instrument, mappable to keys/notes
● Volume and panning envelopes
● Sample looping (for sustaining sounds and drum loops)
● No stereo samples (use two sequencer tracks with different samples/notes)
● No velocity layers (use multiple instruments)
● No real-time filters (use samples with filter sweeps, or multiple samples)
● No DSP audio effects like reverb (use samples with reverb, simulate echo and 

chorus with sequencer tracks and commands etc.)
● No audio compression or EQ (make balanced arrs, EQ the samples)



MilkyTracker as a sequencer
● Notes and related commands (“effects”) organized in patterns which have 

tracks (channels) … but all the channels are tied together, so you can’t reuse 
a single bassline or drum beat without making duplicate copies!?

● → you have to make decisions and commitments all the time! It’s hard to 
“fix it later”, because later everything is already in many copies all over the 
place.

● “PPQ” resolution for notes is low, usually in a fixed 1/16th note grid
● Single-voice “tracks”? To do chords, use multiple tracks or chord samples
● Recording things is very awkward ... but step-recording is great!
● → unique balance between recording and “programming”.

The same applies to most trackers in general, not just MilkyTracker.



Audio effects have to be simulated in the sequencer
Since there’s no audio effects, you have to simulate them in the sequencer.



The provided Samplepack (samplepack.zip)
All of the samples are in tune, A=440Hz. (except the drums)

Most samples recorded i.e. sampled from Roland JD-Xi synth, 44100 Hz, 
16 bit, mono 

● Folders: 
○ bass
○ brass
○ lead
○ drum loops : The “Amen break”   

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amen_break

○ drums : individual drum hits
○ effects

 

○ guitar loops
○ hits
○ organ
○ pad
○ piano
○ seq

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amen_break


Samplepack, naming of files
● Filter cutoff positions numbered with prefix “filterX”, from low to high
● For example JUNO Sqr Bass:

○ JUNO Sqr Bass filter1.wav, JUNO Sqr Bass filter2.wav, JUNO Sqr Bass filter3.wav ...
○ … JUNO Sqr Bass filter6.wav

● “uncut” means there are several sounds in the same .wav file, you have to cut 
them out yourself in MilkyTracker’s sample editor

● Chord samples: 
○ Chord quality: MAJOR, MINOR, SUS (sus4), DIM (diminished), AUG (augmented)
○ Inversions for some chords: “1st inv”, “2nd inv”, or “inv1”, “inv2”



Samplepack, naming of files … chords
MAJOR (C major)

MINOR (C minor)

SUS (C sus4)

MAJOR 1st inv (C major) MAJOR 2nd inv (C major)

MINOR 1st inv (C minor) MINOR 2nd inv (C minor)

SUS 1st inv (C sus4) SUS 2nd inv (C sus4)

DIM (C dim) AUG (C aug)



MilkyTracker application 

Get your MilkyTrackers ready for action!

And have the manual open 
https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#shortcuts


MilkyTracker : choose your key mapping
in Config / Misc. / Edit Mode : Milkytracker or Fasttracker II

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#shortcuts

Editing key modifiers in FT2 mode
● Ctrl (Mac:Cmd) + something : current pattern
● Shift + something :  current track
● Alt + something : selected block

Modifier + F1 : transpose down, e.g. Shift+F1 : transp. track down (-1 semitone)

Modifier + F2 : transpose up, e.g. Ctrl+F2 : transpose pattern up (+1 semitone)

Modifier + F3 : cut, e.g. Alt+F3 : cut selected block

Modifier + F4 : copy, e.g. Ctrl+F4 : copy current pattern (Alt+F4 even on Windows ...)

Modifier + F5 : paste, e.g. Shift+F5 : paste copied track

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#shortcuts


Navigation, sections

Section MilkyTracker Edit Mode key FastTracker II Edit Mode key

Main screen
 (“x” for “exit” all sub-editors)

Ctrl-Alt-X (Cmd-Alt-X) Ctrl-X (Cmd-X)

Instrument editor Ctrl-Alt-I (Cmd-Alt-I) Ctrl-I (Cmd-I)

Sample editor Ctrl-Alt-S (Cmd-Alt-S) Ctrl-S (Cmd-S)

Disk operations Ctrl-Alt-D (Cmd-Alt-D) Ctrl-D (Cmd-D)

Configuration Ctrl-Alt-C (Cmd-Alt-C) Ctrl-C (Cmd-C)

Transpose Ctrl-Alt-T (Cmd-Alt-T) Ctrl-T (Cmd-T)

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#shortcuts I USE THE FT2 EDIT MODE

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#shortcuts


Main Screen

Find the key 
command in the 
manual

(hint: it comes 
from “eXiting”)



Instrument Editor
Instrument parameters like

● Volume
● Panning (left/right)
● Tuning
● Transposition 

(“Relative note”)
● Volume envelope
● Sample mapping to 

keys/notes



Sample Editor
● Edit the sample date

○ Cut, trim, split
○ Draw, generate
○ Change volume, 

equalize, boost
○ Convert between 8 bit / 

16 bit
○ Resample (repitch) to a 

different sampling rate

● Set looping parameters



Disk Operations : Load and Save files
You may want to click FLIP to use normal file open/save dialogs

<- FLIP ->

But the integrated file list is handy for quickly trying out different samples.



Elementary skills : Save your song
Before you do any work, save your song!

There is no auto-saving magic.

In FT2 mode: 

● (PC) Shift-Ctrl-S Save song
● (Mac) Shift-Cmd-S Save song

Manual: Save song



Elementary skills : Load a Sample
● Select an unused instrument 

○ Click
○ or use the keyboard (Shift+Up/Down)

● Click LOAD in the Samples
● Browse to the samplepack folder
● Select a .WAV file, for example 606 Kit Reverb KICK 1.wav
● and double-click or right-click the name

… notice that there’s some silence at the beginning, so cut away the silence!

Manual: Instrument selection



Elementary skills : Draw a Sample
● Select an unused instrument slot and its first sample
● Right-click the instrument slot and name it “Chip Lead”
● Open the Sample Editor
● Right-click the waveform display and select “New…”
● In the question “Enter size in samples”, type 32 and click Ok
● → You now have an empty sample of 32 samples (Length “20” is in hex)
● Enable looping, turn on Forward
● Enable drawing mode by clicking the Draw button
● Draw some stuff in the waveform
● Press F4 to Select octave 4 for Q = C-4, W = D-4, etc.
● Play!



Elementary skills : Start and Stop Playback
Find the shortcut keys for these operations in the manual 

● Play song from current order (proceeds in the song order)
● Play current pattern from beginning 

○ Repeats the pattern that’s in the pattern editor, even if it’s not in the song order at all

● Stop



Elementary skills : Entering Notes
● Toggle Edit Mode (Record Mode) : Press Space (or Shift+R in FT2 mode)
● Enter notes from the computer keyboard:



Enter a note … and make it end
● Go to Main Screen (exit from other editors) so you see more of the pattern
● Select your Chip Lead instrument
● Enable Edit mode
● Select Octave 4
● Move to track 1 
● Press Q to enter a C-4 note
● Press arrow down to skip a row
● Press the key between left shift and Z to enter a note-off
● Play the pattern
● Stop the pattern



Sequencer Data, what are the letters and numbers?

C-4 ·1 ·· 3A0
··· ·· -2 ···
··· ·· -4 ···
··· ·· -8 ···

“Volume column” is just another effect column, but it was originally added 
specifically for volume commands.

Effect command reference https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#effects

Actual screenshot:Note 

Columns

Instr. Vol. Effect

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#effects


Elementary skills: ways to end a note

● Note-off 
● 00 in volume column
● C00 command in effect column
● Long-enough and fast enough volume slide 

down (-F)
● Volume slide down in effect column
● … or play a different sample/instrument. The 

previous note ends. In the example, 
instrument 3 is a snare drum.



Elementary skills: notes with different volume levels
C-4 ·1 ·· C20 Start note C-4 with volume 20 hex (32)
··· ·· 10 ··· Set  volume to 10 hex (16)
··· ·· 30 ··· Set  volume to 30 hex (48)
··· ·· -8 C40 Set  volume to 40 hex (64) and volume-slide down 8 units per tick
··· ·· 40 A08 Set  volume to 40 hex (64) and volume-slide down 8 units per tick
··· ·· ·· A80 Volume-slide up 8 units per tick

Volume 0 = silence
Volume 40 hex (64) = maximum volume

If there’s no volume command (Cxx or volume column number), 
then the Instrument’s volume is used as the initial volume when 
triggering a new note. Go to the Instrument Editor to view and 
change it.

Effect command reference https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#effects

https://milkytracker.titandemo.org/docs/MilkyTracker.html#effects


Elementary skills : Four-on-the-floor kick drum
● Load a kick drum sample into an instrument slot
● Double-click or right-click the instrument name and give it name like “kick”
● Set “editskip” i.e. Add to 4 rows
● Turn on Edit mode
● Enter the kick drum notes … 
● … hold down the Q key to repeat quickly.
● Play and listen



Elementary skills : Navigate in the pattern data
Find these in the manual (Pattern editor) and try them out:
● Jump to next channel (and previous channel)
● Jump 16 rows up
● Jump 16 rows down
● Jump to first row
● Jump to last row
● Jump to beginning of the pattern
● Jump to position ¼ through the pattern
● Jump to position halfway through the pattern
● Jump to position ¾ through the pattern



Elementary skills : Editing pattern data
See Pattern editor in the manual

● Delete note
● Delete previous note
● Insert space on current track (F13 on Mac)
● Insert Key-off



Elementary skills, Sample Editing : Cut and trim
● Cut away unwanted parts from a sample
● … or just creatively mangle the samples

● Zoom in and out, Show rng and Show all
● Select (“range”) the part of the sample you want to cut
● Click Cut



Elementary skills, Sample Editing : Normalize, gain
● Load the sample lead / JD SoftVox.wav
● Right-click the waveform view and select Advanced / Normalize
● → Audio normalization finds the loudest peak sample and boosts (multiplies) 

all of the samples so that the loudest peak is at maximum amplitude (“0dB 
Full Scale”)

● This makes sense if you have 16 bit samples, and if you’re going to be 
squeezing your samples to 8 bits. Or if you just want to get a quiet sample 
roughly in the same ballpark as others.

● You can now try a 400% Volume boost from the Advanced menu … 
● → the sample gets clipped (then click Undo to undo the damage)



Overview of a 
64-row pattern

● If your rows are 1/16 
notes, the song is in 4/4 
time signature, and the 
pattern has 64 rows

● 16 rows = bar
● 4 bars per pattern
● 0-15, 16-31, 32-47, 48-63

(The pattern doesn’t have to be 64 rows though.)



Tempo and Speed (Command Fxx)

● Tempo (“BPM tempo” aka “CIA tempo”) : sequencer tick rate
○ Set either via the BPM setting, or with tempo command Fxx where xx >= 20h
○ Slowest BPM tempo: 32 (20h) : 12.8 Hz, Fastest BPM tempo: 255 (FFh) : 102 Hz tick rate
○ Default BPM tempo: 125 (7Dh) : 50 Hz tick rate

● Speed (“Spd” or “tick tempo”) : sequencer row duration in ticks
○ Set either via the BPM setting, or with tempo command Fxx where 1 <= xx <= 1Fh
○ Slowest speed: 31 (1Fh) ticks per row, fastest speed: 1 (01h) tick per row
○ Default speed: 6
○ “BPM” means beats-per-minute, if Speed = 6 and you have 4 rows per musical beat
○ Speed 0 (command F00) stops the song



Tempo … is in the ear of the listener
● We’ll assume common 4/4 time (no 3/4 waltz etc.), but still, what is a “beat”?
● Here are some grid divisions and typical Speed (ticks per row) settings:
● 1/8 : 2 rows per beat, Speed 12 : 8 bars per pattern (8 bars), simpler

○ ONE and Two and Three and Four and …
○ Straight rock, pop, bossa nova 

● 1/16 : 4 rows per beat, Speed 6 : 4 bars per pattern
○ ONE ee and uh Two ee and uh Three ee and uh Four ee and uh …
○ R&B, hip-hop, techno, house, …
○ If you leave every other row empty, it’ll sound the same as 1/8

● 1/32 : 8 rows per beat, Speed 3 : only 2 bars/pattern, but fast melodic tricks 
and embellishments are possible

○ Some chiptune styles and tricks, e.g. Acidjazzed Evening
○ More stuff to manage!
○ If you leave every other row empty, it’ll sound the same as 1/16



Elementary skills : Song Pattern Order
Find the shortcut keys to these functions in the manual:

● Increase song position
● Decrease song position
● Insert new order position
● Delete current order position
● Increase current order pattern number
● Decrease current order pattern number

Press the “=” button to get more space.
Press the SEQ (sequential) button to easily add incremental pattern numbers.
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 can be a good pattern order to have right from the start.



Tricks : CUT YOUR BASS NOTES at SNARE HITS
● The bass is a very import part of your “rhythm section”. Treat it like a drum kit.
● Two important transients for every bass note: note ON, and note OFF.
● When the bass note cuts out, it can be a bit like a snare drum hit.
● You can interleave your bass and snare



Elementary? Skill: Loop a sample seamlessly
● (Turn off pattern editing, so you can test the loop without entering notes)
● Go to Sample Editor
● Select or load an instrument / sample 
● Enable looping with the Forward radiobutton
● Move the loop start and end points roughly where you want them
● Zoom closely around the start point and move the loop point to a 

zero-crossing with a rising direction (or lowering as long as it looks the same 
as around the loop end point)

● Repeat for end point: move it to a zero-crossing as well

Zero-crossings

You can additionally select 
(range) some audio around 
the loop end or start point, 
right-click and choose 
Advanced / Cross-fade



Some Tricks and Techniques



Tricks : Drum loop samples
● Instead if single-hit drum samples, you can use drum loops, for example 

AMEN_BEAT.aif
● Trigger the drum loop at different times, starting from different offsets with the 

9xx command
● The sample editor shows you the 9xx command offset if you hold down a 

certain modifier key (see manual or try)
● The loop might be in some unknown tempo! Either adjust your song’s tempo 

to suit the loop, or adjust the loop’s playing speed (by playing it with a 
different pitch)

● You can also chop out small snippets or individual drum hits from the loop.



Tricks : Sliding to a note
B-3 ·1 ·· 103 Start B-3 note and immediately slide it up
C-4 ·1 ·· 310 Set C-4 as portamento target, speed 10h
··· ·· ·· 300 Continue portamento with the current target and speed
··· ·· ·· 300 Continue portamento with the current target and speed

Commands for sliding/bending the pitch
● 1xx : slide pitch up with speed xxh, no target note
● 2xx : slide pitch down with speed xxh, no target note
● 3xx : slide pitch with speed xxh towards a target note (“tone portamento”), 

regardless of whether the current pitch is higher or lower than the target.     
300=use previously set speed. If there’s a 3xx command, the note in the note 
column (C-4 in example above) does not play the note, does not retrigger the 
sample. It only sets the target for sliding.



Tricks : Swinging beat

● In a straight beat, all rhythmic pulses are equally long. (“tiku-taku” in Finnish)
● In a swing beat, every other pulse is slightly delayed. (“tikku-takku” in Finnish)

B-3 ·1 ·· F06 Set speed to 6 ticks per row
C-4 ·1 ·· ···
··· ·· ·· ···
C-4 ·1 ·· ···

B-3 ·1 ·· F08 Set speed to 8 ticks per row
C-4 ·1 ·· F04 Set speed to 4 ticks per row
··· ·· ·· F08 Set speed to 8 ticks per row
C-4 ·1 ·· F04 Set speed to 4 ticks per row

4-row beat is 
6+6+6+6 = 24 ticks

4-row beat is 
8+4+8+4 = 24 ticks,
so the same amount 
of beats per minute

16th 
swing:

Straight 
rhythm:



Tricks : Simulated echo / delay
Copy-paste the echoed notes to another channel, 1-2 rows later in time, with a 
quieter volume.

● Option A : interleave echo notes in empty places on other tracks/channels
○ Time-consuming
○ But can make the mix less cluttered, because there’s a limited number of things happening at 

the same time.
○ Or may be the only option on more limited hardware

● Option B : use a separate track for echoes
○ Copy-paste the whole note sequence on another channel, delayed by one or more rows
○ And change the note volumes too, or use a different instrument



Tricks : Simulated note echo (example)

C-4 ·1 40 ···     ··· ·· ·· ···
··· ·· -2 ···     C-4 ·1 10 ···
D-4 ·· 40 ···     ··· ·· -2 ···
··· ·· -8 ···     D-4 ·· 10 ···
E-4 ·· 40 ···     ··· ·· -8 ···
··· ·· -2 ···     E-4 ·· 10 ···
··· ·· -4 ···     ··· ·· -2 ···
··· ·· -8 ···     ··· ·· -4 ···
··· ·· -8 ···     ··· ·· -8 ···

Main channel Echo channel



Tricks : Chord arpeggios (0xx command)

Play rapidly arpeggiated chords with the 0xx command. 047 = major, 037 = minor. 

C-4 ·1 -2 047   C major
··· ·· -2 047   
··· ·· -2 047   
··· ·· -2 047   
D-4 ·· -2 037   D minor
··· ·· -2 037  
··· ·· -2 037   
··· ·· -2 047  

If you want your arpeggios to sound more like Commodore 64 SID chip tunes, slow 
down the arpeggiating rate: decrease the BPM tempo to around 60 BPM.



Tricks : Simulated side-chain compression (ducking)
● When the kick drum hits, make other instruments quieter
● Bring the other instruments back up immediately with volume slide up
● Use sequencer pattern commands … (more musical sync, example below)
● … or instrument volume envelopes (less pattern data, but harder to sync)

C-4 ·1 ·· ···     C-4 ·2 04 ··· KICK! pad sound starts at low volume
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· +4 ··· pad is volume-faded up
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· 20 ···
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· ·· ···
C-4 ·1 ·· ···     C-4 ·2 04 ··· KICK! pad sound starts at low volume
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· +4 ··· pad is volume-faded up
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· 20 ···
··· ·· ·· ···     ··· ·· ·· ···



Tricks : Simulated chorus
● Add a detuned version on another channel
● Or detune both: one side up, other side down
● Use stereo panning if you want



Elementary Music Theory!
Notes, Scales, Intervals, ...



Four aspects of music

● Rhythm
● Harmony
● Melody

● Timbre (sound)

Melody

Rhythm Harmony

All of these three are 
doable with a 
single-channel beeper!

… in chip music, the “timbre” aspect is 
very narrow, so you have to focus more 
on the three other degrees of freedom.



Names of the white keys
C D E F G A B

C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C D E F G A B



Pitch = how high or low a sound is, fundamental frequency

(Unpitched sounds = you can’t identify any pitch. Noises, clicks, etc.)

Scale = set of musical notes, a pitch reference grid

”note” here = pitch class, every C is a C. Every A is an A.

 if A=440Hz, then 880Hz is an A as well, and so is 220Hz and 1760Hz

For example: Major scale, Chromatic scale

Scales



Tone and semitone
Semitone : 1/12 of an octave (in equal temperament)  i.e. 2^(1/12) = 1.059463…

Whole-tone (whole-step) : 2 semitones (or half-steps)

semitone

whole-tone

octave if A = 440 Hz, then
A# = 440 Hz * 1.059463 
= 466.1637 Hz

A

A
#

“chromatic 
scale” → 



Major scale - W W H W W W H

C major scale : C D E F G A B, the white keys of the piano

C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C ...

C# 
Db

G# 
Ab

The black keys are called sharps ♯    or flats ♭ 
and they don’t belong to the C major scale.

MilkyTracker doesn’t know about keys, 
scales, chords and note name spellings, so 
there’s no “Db” or “Ab” anywhere, only 
“C#”, “G#”, etc.



Did you get that?

           W W H W W W H
This knowledge is available for you to 
use! Artificial Intelligence! Available 
as a physical artifact! Do it like the 
Pros: Press the White Keys!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGt8P6VbRfg


Major scale - W W H W W W H ...

D major scale : D E F# G A B C#

C
#

D E

F
#

G A B

C
#

D E

F
#

G A B

Ok? But now there are even more things to keep 
in mind compared to the C major scale. :(

This is why we 

use the C major 

scale on this 

course



TL;DR:

JUST USE THE WHITE KEYS



Elementary Music Theory!
Harmony and chords



Harmony

     Harmony = relationships between pitches



Elementary Music Theory : Chords
● Playing multiple notes/pitches at the same time is called a chord
● Chords are used as building blocks for harmony.
● You can outline harmonic turns even with single notes, but playing chords makes it explicit
● A sequence of chords, a chord progression, outlines harmonic turns, chord changes.
● Chord progressions are used as structural blueprints or sketches in song writing. Usually the 

blueprint is actually played out as part of the song, but they could be used simply as inspiration and 
guidelines for unaccompanied solos. 

random pitches 
don’t make sense if your pitches (notes) follow 

some simple patterns, they 
make musical sense



Tonic : home note or home chord

Melodies and harmony are usually organized around a home note, a 
center-of-balance, pivot point. Around the home note is an expected home chord, 
a “straight-up” normal position. When the melody returns to the home note, it feels 
like a natural ending for a passage or the whole song.

When a song is said to be “in C”, then C is the home note, and the basic chord 
around it is a C major chord. The song is in the key of C major.

Harmonically very close to C major is A minor. A minor is C major’s relative minor key. They 
both use (mostly) the white keys. In many songs, the home note and home chord is 
ambivalent, both C major and A minor could work in that role.



C major chord : notes C, E, G
C E G C E G C E G C E G

The piano keyboard is full of C major chord. Pick any C, E, G, one or 
more of each - as long as the lowest note is a C, it’s a C major chord. 
(These are called “voicings”.)

C G E C



Chord inversions
Root position, first inversion, second inversion

Just have a different note as the lowest note, so the notes are in a different order



A minor chord : notes A, C, E

A C E A C E A C E A(C) (E)

Whatever is the lowest note i.e. bass note has special 
importance for chords.
For a regular A minor, put A in the bass. 
With E or C in the bass it’s still an A minor, but with some properties of C and E based chords.



C minor : notes C, Eb, G

C Eb G C Eb G C Eb G C Eb G

The middle note in a “root-position triad” is called the 
third, and its distance to the root note (here, C) 
defines the most important quality of the chord.

4 semitones = major (Dur auf Deutsch)
3 semitones = minor (Moll auf Deutsch)

MilkyTracker doesn’t know about keys, 
scales, chords and note name spellings, so 
there’s no “Eb” anywhere, only “D#”.



Major vs minor in semitones (for arpeggio 0xx)
The chord’s intervals in semitones are used in the arpeggio command 0xx

C E G

C Eb G

Major : 0 4 7

Minor : 0 3 7

BE G#

BE G



Diatonic triad chords in C (white keys)

M M Mm m m dim

C D E F G A B



More advanced arpeggios
C F G

Sus : 0 5 7

with E as the note

1st inversion C major : 0 3 8
CE G

3

8

BE G
3

7

0 3 7 would be Em:



Chords commonly used in songs “in C” (or “in Am”)
C (C major) F (F major)G (G major)

Em (E minor) Am (A minor chord) Dm (D minor)

E (E major)

← when this chord is playing, the 
scale’s G note is temporarily 
raised or “sharpened” to G# 

Esus or Esus4
 the middle note is “suspended”, keeping you in 
suspension, waiting to hear if it turns to major or a minor… 

I IVV

vi iiiii

III

Yrjö 
Fager 
2020

Bdim or Bo (B diminished)
viio

major = 047
minor = 037
sus = 057
dim = 036



Chords commonly used in songs “in C” (or “in Am”)
C (C major) F (F major)G (G major)

Em (E minor) Am (A minor chord) Dm (D minor)

E (E major)

← when this chord is playing, the 
scale’s G note is temporarily 
raised or “sharpened” to G# 

Esus or Esus4
 the middle note is “suspended”, keeping you in 
suspension, waiting to hear if it turns to major or a minor… 

I IVV

vi iiiii

III

Yrjö 
Fager 
2020

Bdim or Bo (B diminished)
viio

major = 047
minor = 037
sus = 057
dim = 036



(names for the sides of harmonic balance)

“Subdominant”
“Tonic”

“Dominant”



Chords … these pairs are often interchangeable!
C (C major) F (F major)G (G major)

Em (E minor) Am (A minor chord) Dm (D minor)

E (E major)

← when this chord is playing, the 
scale’s G note is temporarily 
raised or “sharpened” to G# 

Esus or Esus4
 the middle note is “suspended”, keeping you in 
suspension, waiting to hear if it turns to major or a minor… 

I IVV

vi iiiii

III

Yrjö 
Fager 
2020

Bdim or Bo (B diminished)
viio

major = 047
minor = 037
sus = 057
dim = 036



Some chord progressions “in C” or “in Am”

(Verse) C, Em, F, G, Am, Dm, F, G (repeat)
(Chorus) Dm, G, C, Am, Dm, G, C, C (repeat)

C, C, Esus, E, Am, Am, F, G, C, C, Am, D, F, C (repeat)

Am, Em, C, E, Am, C, E, Am (repeat)

Am, G, F, E (repeat)

Am, Am, Am, Am, 
Dm, Dm, Am, Am 
(8 bars, repeat)

Am, Am, Dm, Dm, 
F, E, Am, Am 
(repeat)

Am, G, F, F
Am, G, F, F
Am, G, F, F
Dm, G, Am, Am

Am, G, F, F
Am, G, F, F
Am, G, F, F
Dm, G, Am, Am



Some more chord progressions “in C” or “in Am”

C, F, G, F (repeat)

(Verse & Chorus) C, Am, F, C (repeat)

(Bridge) F, Am, G, F,
F, Am, F, G

(Verse) C, F, G, C, F, C, G, G
C, F, G, C, F, G, C, C

(Chorus)F, G, C, F, C, F, G, G
F, G, C, F, C, G, C, C

(Verse & Chorus) C, Am, F, C (repeat)

(Bridge) F, Am, G, F,
F, Am, F, GF, F, G, G (repeat a long time 

before going to Am)



Even more chord progressions “in C” or “in Am”

Am, Am, Dm, Dm, G, G, C, G/B, Am, Am, Dm, Dm, G, G, Am, Am

C, F, G, C (repeat)

C (repeat)
C, Am, F, G (repeat)

Am, F, C, G (repeat)

“G/B” means; G major chord, but with the B note in the bass

F, C, Am, G (repeat)

F, Am, C, G (repeat)

F, Am, C, F (repeat)

Am, F, G, Em (repeat)

F, C, G, C (repeat)

Recommended for TOP-40 pop hits:



Chords for the game/movie/TV composer wannabe
Use white keys of the piano, but with home base somewhere else than C or Am.

“D Dorian”

    Dm, G/D, Dm, G/D, Em, F, Am, Dm

“F Lydian”

    F, G/F, Em/F, G/F, F

Switching between “A 
Dorian” and regular A 
minor:

Am, D, F, Am

the D major chord has an F# 
note, which is not a white key 
… A Dorian feeling during that 
chord.
When the F chord comes, the 
Dorian feeling is “cancelled”.



Even more chord progressions “in C” or “in Am” ...

Am, Dm, G, C, F, Bdim, Esus, E (repeat)

Am, Dm, G, C, F, Bdim, E, Am (repeat)

I Will Survive, 
  Vielä on kesää jäljellä (verse)

Vielä on kesää jäljellä (chorus)



Chord progressions … what?
How to do

● Am : use chord sample named MINOR and play an A note
● Dm : use chord sample named MINOR and play a D note
● Em : use chord sample named MINOR and play a E note
● C : use chord sample named MAJOR and play a C note
● F : use chord sample named MAJOR and play an F note



Melody



What is melody?
● Melody is any leading musical idea you might find yourself whistling to
● Even a rhythm can melodic, if it’s the main central musical idea. Think about 

the opening stomp-stomp-clap beat of We Will Rock You (Queen)

● “In its most literal sense, a melody is a combination of pitch and rhythm,” 
(Wikipedia) 

● We have a chord progression, and when we add a melody, we’re playing 
some notes (pitches) on top of it. We’re adding simultaneous pitches! 
Therefore, melody notes inevitably contribute to harmony as well as rhythm.

● Melody notes can emphasize chord notes, add something to them, or even 
disagree with them, trying to play incompatible harmonic changes. (Often 
caused by the “random notes syndrome”)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitch_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhythm


● If you write your melody on top of an existing chord progression and backing 
track, it’s called toplining.

● Two basic styles which produce different results:
○ (1) Melodic/traditional style : Ride the chord changes! Acknowledge and emphasize 

important chord notes.   → this is the chiptune style IMO
○ (2) Blues/rock/modern style : Ride a fixed pentatonic scale, regardless of what’s happening 

in the backing chords. By avoiding the major scale’s notes 4 and 7 (in C major, F and B) it’s 
harder to play “wrong” notes. Let alone G#! It’s harmonically slightly ambivalent, but 
contrasting everything with a fixed scale creates a certain effect, and it’s elemental in some 
genres and harmonic styles. (Some guitarists use this style for soloing too.)

● Or you can combine the two. Mostly pentatonics, but throw in a few 
harmonically heavy notes. 

● Or just try out different notes and use whatever makes you feel good, 
and don’t care about what the “style” might be called!  

Melody writing styles (“toplining”)



Melody writing style 1 : Ride the chord changes

Am (A minor chord) Dm (D minor)E (E major)

Keep track of your chord changes and what the important character tones are. 
The most important harmony-influencing note is the “third” i.e. the middle note that 
decides if it’s a major or a minor chord.

Melody notes on strong time positions affect harmony stronger than notes on 
“weaker” beats, or between beats. Strong timing positions are: the ONE of 
each bar, and every chord change. Make those a character note or other 
chord note to be “melodic”. In Am or C, particularly F, B, G# are such character 
notes.       … Then just connect the dots in between with other notes.



Melody writing style 2 : Play safe, play pentatonic!
Whatever the backing chords are, play 
notes from the Am pentatonic scale: 

● A, C, D, E, G

Notice anything? All the harmonically 
opinionated character notes are missing! 
(Colorless, odorless, …)

A minor pentatonic scale

A   C D E    G 

A minor blues scale

A   C D E    G 
D#

(For some non-pop genres, 
you might use the A minor 
blues scale, which adds D# 
as the “blue note”)



Drum Rhythms and Bass Lines



A few basic rhythm patterns for drums and bass
Disco/Techno/House

KICK   ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    OP.HH
···    ···    ···
KICK   SNARE  CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    OP.HH
···    ···    ···
KICK   ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    OP.HH
···    ···    ···
KICK   SNARE  CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    OP.HH
···    ···    ···

Drum&Bass

KICK   ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    SNARE  CL.HH
···    ···    ···
KICK   ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    SNARE  CL.HH
···    ···    ···
···    ···    CL.HH
···    ···    (cl.hh)
···    ···    CL.HH
···    ···    (cl.hh)

Beat with 16th feel

 0 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 1 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 2 ···    ···    CL.HH
 3 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 4 ···    SNARE  CL.HH
 5 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 6 ···    ···    CL.HH
 7 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 8 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 9 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
10 ···    ···    CL.HH
11 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
12 ···    SNARE  CL.HH
13 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
14 ···    ···    CL.HH
15 ···    ···    (cl.hh)



A few basic rhythm patterns … Latin!

Latin 3-3-2 kick/bass

 0 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 1 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 2 ···    SNARE  CL.HH
 3 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 4 ···    ···    CL.HH
 5 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 6 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 7 ···    SNARE  (cl.hh)
 8 (KICK) ···    CL.HH
 9 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
10 ···    ···    CL.HH
11 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
12 ···    SNARE  CL.HH
13 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
14 KICK   ···    CL.HH
15 ···    ···    (cl.hh)

Latin 3-1 - kick/bass        
(and 2-3 son clave on “rim”)

 0 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 1 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 2 ···    RIM    CL.HH
 3 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 4 KICK   RIM    (cl.hh)
 5 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 6 ···    ···    CL.HH
 7 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 8 KICK   RIM    (cl.hh)
 9 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
10 ···    ···    CL.HH
11 KICK   RIM    (cl.hh)
12 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
13 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
14 ···    RIM    CL.HH
15 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)

Bossa nova                 
(“rim” is the important thing)

 0 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 1 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
 2 ···    RIM    CL.HH
 3 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 4 KICK   ···    CL.HH
 5 ···    RIM    (cl.hh)
 6 ···    ···    CL.HH
 7 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)
 8 KICK   RIM    CL.HH
 9 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
10 ···    ···    CL.HH
11 KICK   RIM    (cl.hh)
12 KICK   ···    CL.HH
13 ···    ···    (cl.hh)
14 ···    RIM    CL.HH
15 KICK   ···    (cl.hh)



How to write a bass line
● Simplest way: read your chord chart and play the chord’s root note with a 

bass instrument, with some rhythm.
● Rhythm choices

○ whatever the kick drum is doing (see KICK patterns on previous slides)
○ whatever the hi-hat is doing
○ hi-hat, but cut the bass notes when the snare hits

● If you’re adventurous, you might try playing other notes than the chord root 
with your bass, but just make sure you play the root note on the ONE of 
every bar, and at every chord change.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHE6hZU72A4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHE6hZU72A4


Workflow and the big picture



Recommended phases for this course (1/3)
Making mistakes is a good way to learn, but to get a song done and not paint yourself 
in the corner, proceed in this order.

● Decide the speed of your basic row pulse
○ 1/8 : 2 rows per beat, Speed 12 : more music per pattern (8 bars), simpler
○ 1/16 : 4 rows per beat, Speed 6 : 4 bars per pattern
○ 1/32 : 8 rows per beat, Speed 3 : only 2 bars/pattern, but fast melodic tricks and embellishments are 

possible

● Your key is either C major or A minor. White keys of the piano.
● Decide on a chord progression for a verse, and if you want, another for a chorus
● Decide on the speed of chord changes. How long is one chord - one bar (four 

beats), half a bar (two beats), two bars (eight beats)? Write your own or pick one 
of the provided ones. If you want to have a separate verse and chorus, pick two 
chord progressions.

● Decide on a song section structure (verse, chorus, verse, chorus, chorus …)



Recommended phases (2/3) Example PLAN
PULSE = 1/16,  PATTERN LENGTH = 4 bars (4 * 4 = 16 beats)

CHORD SPEED = 2 chords per bar (2 beats, 8 rows per chord)

INTRO  | Am    F    |C    G    | (x2) (Robin: Frontside Ollie)

VERSE  | Am    F    |C    G    | (x4) (Robin: Frontside Ollie)

PRECHORUS | Am    F    |C    G/B  | (x1) (Robin: Frontside Ollie)

CHORUS  | Am    F    |C    G    | (x4) (Robin: Frontside Ollie)

BRIDGE | F          |G         | (x2) (Robin: Frontside Ollie)

Song structure: 

INTRO, VERSE, CHORUS, VERSE, CHORUS, BRIDGE, CHORUS



Recommended phases for this course (3/3)
With the game plan sketched out, implement it:

● Set up 8 channels with the Add / Sub buttons
● Make a basic drum beat on channels 1 - 3, and copy this for all your patterns

○ Channel 1 : KICK drum
○ Channel 2 : SNARE drum
○ Channel 3 : Hi-hat or Ride cymbal

● For each pattern:
○ Write the chord progression’s bass line on channel 4
○ Write the chords (load MAJOR, MINOR, etc. samples) on channel 5
○ Write a melody on channel 6

● This leaves you with channels 7-8 free, and you can add something there, when 
the basic song structure is done. 

● Add or remove a drum hit, to be a “fill” at the end of each section (verse, chorus)



About the general workflow in MilkyTracker
● You’ll be copying sequence patterns a lot ... 
● … so if you change your mind about an idea, you’ll have to manually re-copy 

or even re-implement the changed idea everywhere to keep consistent.
● → You have to make artistic choices all the time. Cannot postpone 

decisions! “I’ll fix it later” … no you won’t. Make commitments!
● This brings musical form: repeating elements and variations to them

● Develop a good basic pattern. When you copy-paste the pattern, it will work 
as an “ancestor pattern”, providing a common template for other patterns. 

● Decide what song part that was, and make the next or the previous one.
● For the next part, do you start from scratch?

V CI



(Song-writing Strategies)
● Verse first
● Chorus first
● Maximal pattern first, then create the rest by removing things
● Minimal pattern first, then add things
● Lyrics first
● Chord progression first
● Copy/mimic/transcribe an existing song, build your own stuff on it and throw 

away the original
● One person writes the verse, another writes the chorus
● A completely different person writes the lead melody after others have written 

the backing tracks


